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ABSTRACT
A computer program for calculating internal supersonic flow fields with
chemical reactions and shock waves typical of supersonic combustion chambers
with either wall or mid-stream injectors is described. The usefulness and
limitations of the program are indicated. The program manual and listing are
presented along with a sample calculation.
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The structure of the flow field within a supersonic combustion chamber
designed to operate over a range of flight Mach numbers is complex due to many
interacting phenomena. This flow field is permeated both by nonuniformities
and discontinuities. The nonuniformities inherent in the incoming stream are
produced by the inlet flow, fuel injectors, and combustor walls. The non-
uniformities exhibit themselves in a variety of ways among which are:
1) Nonuniforrn initial conditions such as flow direction, Mach
number, and total pressure distributions.
2) The boundary layer on the inlet walls introduce shear layers
xvith very large gradients normal to the streamlines and
possible reverse flow if separation occurs.
3) Oblique shock intersections produce slipstreams as well as
rotational flow and vortical layers.
4) The fuel injector and combustion phenomena produce non-
uniformities in the gas composition and phase.
5) Other nonuniformities are due to three-dimensional fields.
In view of the above complexities, a truly realistic theoretical descrip-
tion of a supersonic combustion flow field presents a formidable task. A
first attack at this task is attempted here for a more simiplified flow field.
The assumptions inherent in the present analysis are a steady, viscous, two-
dimensional (or axisymmetric), completely supersonic flow field. In view of
the last assumption, the boundary layer formed near solid walls is disregarded
here. Also, changes in the local sound speed produced by either variation of
species, or temperature rise as produced in exothermic reactions, or excessive.
flow deceleration produced by pressure rises so as to drive the flow subsonic
are not allowed. The steadiness of the flow is imposed on the fluid mechanical
time scale as well as on the chemical time scale. Therefore, combustion
unsteadiness, "sputtering" as produced by conditions in near flamability limits
thermodynaniie conditions of the fluid is not considered hare. The chemistry
is assumed to occur at a finite rate or frozen and the reactions are assumed
to occur between air and gaseous hydrogen. The viscous transport phenomena
can either be laminar or turbulent.
The immediate problem at hand is .to predict the flow downstream of a
given initial station and bounded by an upper and lower wall with two either
converging or diverging shocks and with chemical reactions as shown on Figs, la
and Ib. Region one can be either uniform or nonuniform. The flow properties
across the shocks are calculated assuming no gas composition change across
them, i.e. as in an ideal gas using the local value of the ratio of specific
heats.
ANALYSIS
Since the flow field is assumed to be completely supersonic (both air
stream and fuel stream) the field can be considered to be "quasi-hyperbolic"
if viscous stress terms due to gradients along the streamlines are neglected
and the viscous stress terms due to gradients normal to streamlines are
approximated by constants in a small neighborhood. Under these assumptions
the governing equations can be cast in characteristic form with driving-functions
on the right hand side. The driving functions depend solely on the viscous
transport and chemical phenomena. A derivation of the compatibility equations
along the characteristic lines \7iay be found in Rcfs. 1, 2, and 3 along with the
chemical reactions, reaction rates, and calculation procedure. The imposition
of the proper boundary condition is observed in the present computer program.
The turbulent viscosity model used in the present program is
where r , is a measure of the size of the eddies and'is determined as the
"2
height where
 pu = % (D u +D u )
o denotes centerline or wall conditions.
where e denotes external conditions and
COMPUTER PROGRAM
The computer' program proceeds from a given initial data line at a constant
axial station to the next station by taking a calculated step size satisfying
both parabolic and characteristic as well as chemical stability criteria. A
listing of the program is given in Table 1.
In the main part of the program the initial profile is set up and the type
of. flow (i.e., converging or diverging shocks) is selected. The main loop for
each step begins at statement number 6789 and ends at the statement prior to
1572. The following is a list and description of the sub-routines in the pro-
gram:
MESH traces a characteristic line
SHKINT determines the intersection point of converging shocks
HERMAN solves for chemical time
CLEM
SOLT
ETHANE(T) fudges the chemistry for ethane-air reaction
PROP(T) fudges the chemistry for propane-air reaction
ETH 2(T)
SURFACCIND.LjX.RjDR) reads in wall slopes and computes wall position
CUBIC (C,Z) solves for shock wave angle
COEF (I,T) gives therir.odynamic coefficients, constant, fits
THERM (IND,L) calculates enthalpy
UPSC (THS) calculates upstream rlovJ if nonuhiforrn
STEP(DELX,N1,NP2) calculates step size
INTER(RAT,KL,N1,N2) interpolation subroutine
FIND locates intersection point of streamline with given
data line
' ERROR(IIII) writes out error message number
' SHOCK • calculates shock point
FLIP ( 1KB , Nl ,NPTS,XMSR) stores new station into old - updates data
FLOW calculates an intergral point
POIiSCClDjNPCMU.IFM) adds internal point near shock
BODY (JXT) calculates wall point
POCUS(TI,PRESSI,RHOI.) calculates finite rate chemistry
CHEMP(IV7D,DX,L) calculates chemical production term
COMPS (IND) calculates viscous dissipation terms (viscosity)
PROGRAM >1AKU
The program can be used to calculate the two flow fields described in
Figs. 2a and 2b . The. control cards and input cards necessary are given in Table
2. A sample input data is shown in Table 3. The present program is not
equipped to handle a slip stream discontinuity as would occur immediately at the
lip of the injector. The initial profile data must be continuous. The slip-
stream can therefore be approximated by a strong gradient in the y direction.
Sample Calculation - Hall Injector
A sample calculation using this program was made for the wall injector shown
in Fig. 3. The H? jet was chosen 0.02 ft. high. The jet initial Mach number is
2.0 and the air external stream is 2.7. Other initial conditions (temperature,
velocity, pressure, Kach number, flow direction, and ^  mass fraction) are shown
in Fig. 4. The fuel injector shock was located away from the combustion zone in
this calculation.
The lower wall geometry has a 10° slope discontinuity (expansion) at the
'mouth of the injector. The expansion wave from this point propagates into the
combustion zone. The wall angle distribution for this injector is shown in
Fig. 3b. The vail is assumed inviscid (i.e. no boundary layer) in this calcula- .
tion. The pressure, Mach number, velocity, and temperature distributions along
the wall of the combustor are shown in Figs. 5a through 5d. The corresponding
distributions calculated assuming Prandtl-Meyer expansion of the flow along this
wall are shown for comparison. The differences are due to down running waves
from the combustion zone and the external stream. Flox-j profiles at downstream
stations are shown in Fig. 6a through oi. The temperature profiles show a
characteristic peek typical of a flame. While the pressure profiles show the
propagation of combustion induced waves. The species profile show the diffusion
'. •''
of the fuel into the flame water from the flame.
A plot of the characteristic and streamlines through the combustion zone is
shown in Fig. 7. The flame zone.edge of mixing and other flow characteristics are
shown for comparison.
.RESULTS
A useful tool for analyzing a. simplified supersonic flow with chemical
reactions is presented. In spite of its Limitations, the computer program can
can be used 1) in assisting in the design of fuel injectors and supersonic com-
bustors, 2) in segregating the highly coupled fluid-mechanical effects of com-
bustion and mixing in supersonic streams, and 3) in evaluating turbulent eddy
viscosity models by comparing experiment with theory.
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27 no .? =5 T 0 = 1,1
i\j A = V l_ C { T P )
N => = f^ O P ( T P }
no °. => T =MA « MR
T u t> -- T LJ ( J ) / . 0 1 7 6 . r S ? ?C
WR I T P ( ft » 70? ) P ( I ) » T ( I ) > Q ( I ) ' THD » Y ( I ) » ~ D ! ^ < I > » D 1 U > » S4 ( I
ro"-! T T Nji. i~
no ? Q T ='\i A , w.^.
V.'R T T - ( A , 1 Oi. ) ( fl L p ( J . I 5 » J = i » N! 5 P )
WR I T F i -- , 1 04 ) ( A | _ P ( J » T ) » J = 1 » \ S = )
r./\LL
!F ( KOU'yT.GE. 8) A F & c = .25
N * = N L 0 ( "2 )




c A L L M " .c u
TTvpr-p

















N."- ( 2 ) »3X » 5H YiSLjIIX»5H 0-LV^iO
T -op j
T Ml = 1
r.H TO . A T R Q
^72 rOMT I N'ijr
1 01 CO P VAT (?. 0 TS )
l 0*» c !">?.'•' A T ( •' ~ 1 0 . 8 )
TO? FORMAT ( 7P10.4 )
•7Q? rn !?;/.. -it ( «F1 o .4)
120 c-op:-,iiT i // , 16X»7H A.\if, « I } > ",/.•. 7
l^H PLO /v;OX» = ( ?X'- ] 6..f, \ //)
122 FOR;V £ T ( 7X »6HXy.l.! ( 3 } , ] CX » --nPU ( ? ! ? I ] X » 5 HO'-1 ( 3 > » I IX » 5HTU ( 3 > » i IX > i
1 J » 1GX»7MGAMU( 3 ) » 9 X » 7 H X :••:'.'.' U (-,).•> ^X > 6HD-J? < 3 ) / £(2X^14.5) //:
1 ?1 FORMAT ( 7X,£.HXMU( 2 ) > ]. OX » =.-iPlJ ( 2 ) > i 1 X ^ HOJ^ 2 ) > "- l.X > 5HTU i 2 ) > 1 IX >5,-
1 ) » 1GX «7Mr-A,VUi'2 ) » 9X»7wXV:WU(2 J » 9X»6HOJ?f2) / 3I2X-I4.6) //!
1 ?^ FORMAT ( oX »f,riMLC( 1 ) «?X »6HNGP i 1 ) » ?X •> A H:\LO i 2 } ? ,?.X »f>H.NiO? ( 2 ) » ?.X» £'-:
1 » ? X » 6 H M OP ( 3 ) » 2 X » 5 H I T y P E / =; X » 7 i 3 X ; -. } )
\?U FO'f-.'AT ( ] ^.X » -SH- HUP?= F1<4.6 »?X»6H HUP3- ;I14,6 1
l ? 5 ^ ORV. i'i" ( ^ X > l ] 1 H ^ LPUP2 1 2 3
'!. 4 ^ 6 7
? 7 ( ? X r -j A . ^  ) / )
126 FOCS-'A7( 5X»j. 1}H ALPUP^ 1 2 .3
1 4 5 6 7
27(2X^1 4.ft)/)
127 rnPMAT <I4, c. (?XF. 1&.6 ) )
123 FORMAT ( 1HI»4CX> Ilw INPUT D^Ti /9X5 2H ?»14X,2H 7>14X,2H C,
161-' TH-TA »11X,?H Y )
;i ? o FO » v. A T ( T 4 , Q ( ] X P ] ?
 0 h 'i )
131 F O R M A T ( Hi > 4 5 X » I lH !.\?UT OA lA / lOX>&0. - i AL?1 A
1 ALP3 ALP4 ALP 5 •> 5 H i L 2
2^M AL.D-7 )
400 PQR-'AT ( IMl )
> / 1 4 X »
,/liX
15
5 U r- •? 0 U T ? N £" =X r 5 M
r ' *""
r
rON'MC,\. /ZOUT/ ' JCU7 ( 3 ) » T O U T ( 1 )
COXMON/X.' -i/ Y 1 ( 1 =>0 , •? } » r C A L ~ t I CN ( ' )
rOM.vOM/^LKP/XM'J ! i -0 ) »XKU'\| ( 1 CC ) »V,-r>OT ( 7 > ] =jO ) » -.v^OTN ( 7 , ^ 5 0 )
CO'.•••••;Oi\/BL'<.?l / I R » 1 9D » I RU » I T Y?-I» FAM » I FLO > I U? > ALPHA »3E TA
0 A T A iVM^T ( T ) > NN'.PT i •) ) > ^ MPT ( 3 } / C » 0 » C/
I- ( T R . -O .? l RFTURN
N A = M L O ( I R )
M A 1 = N A 4- J
NP.1 =,\00 ( TR)
C I F ( X M O U T - X N ( K A ] .GF. X A D D ) GO TO 31
31 rOMT I N'Jr
N = = W X 3 T ( T R )




•M °! = — ')
c A V 1 = 1 „
A w n = -1 .
T F ( T R . ' O . ? ) A v ^ = l .
T rx- i r,M ( T R )
^•-0 TO ( 1 » 2 ) » T rv
2 r O M T ! M U ^
r IF ( XXOUT-Xrv i ( N A ) .GE. X A D D > GO TO ^2
r xy .OUT=XN(K !A . )+XAr , ^
C WR ! TE ( 6 » 8R90 ) N?-':PT ( T R ) , Xv.CUT » X A D D
Y? ( \'t , i ) =Y,\ t N A )
Y? (M? , ? ) =YN (NP1 )
Y 2 ( i\ A 1 » ] ) = Y ( N A ) + 0 - L X -«- T A N i T K ( M A ) + F A M 1 * X ,'••' U i -\ A 5 5
Y ? { M B M » 1 ; = Y ( \i R 1 ) +D F L X * T A N ( T H ( M B 1 ) - F AM 1 ^  X XL) ( M B I ) >
3? r r>MT T Nil"
^o ^ K r = i , ?
OO ?0 L 1. -MA 1 i^ '.M
L = t.UP -L i -Mo
OO 1 o JZ =MA >N P 1
r .(JV=Yl (L »*< c ) - Y ( Jl )
niJM= -AK^*r>L.'M
I P ( HUM. LP .0. ) r-Q TO 10
15 rO\T T '''I/."
1
 T A L L ' ^^POP( mi l .
'A'R I T F f f t » 7010 ) Yl ( L,K' ) » Y( Jl ) »fYJM, Jl > JZ »L1 »L >\F
1C r-O TO (1 ft » 1 ? ) » '<-
]. 7 DU,'-" = ( Y 1 ( L * K f- ) - Y ( N A) ) *A ^n
16
cypf rUM.Lc. . o. > no T.O ?
If, rON'T T VU-
T ! I = J ]
TL = J"1 +wn
L D = L - '< '•'• r'-
LVrrLP-'-LC
RaT= ( Yi (L >N.F >-Y < I L ) l/'V (TU)-V ( I L ', )
T H 1 = T H U L ) - 3 A 7 # ( 7 H ( I U ) - 7 H i I L / )
XVUl=Xrv'U ( T L )-f-RA7>- ( Xf-."J (T'J)-Xy.'J (ID )
Al= 7 HI J-P AMI *X'-"J1
Y?{ I.P.K- )=Y1 ( LiKf )-»-ry-LX*7A'\i( .'.'; )
1 F ( A.ESi Y?IL»KE'-Y2(LM»'<~} ).L~..COAL7) .vR I IF ! 6 » 1 00? '/
1 Y7 (L »'<^ ) ,Y? ( l_M»>' ci
r-0 TO ( 20, ] c ) , <r
].Q n'J"= ( Y? ( LP ><r ) -VN( .\A ) )-:;-A'''.r-
T- ( HUN' .LP. 0. ) '--O TO 3
20 /-QN'TTNUP
LUP] = M= 1+NA
LI 10= ^Qf- ' - fMA
< V; ^  = O
L r = i
v p> = i
^ \< i> _ _ ^ •,/ pj
r A V] = - r A ,V 1
IR.-O. 2) AM?=-1 .
.c LV = Ni. »N°-
( Y? ( LV » ] } -YN ( NR 1 !
DUS-' .r-,1. o. ) r-o ~
r-Q 70 4*
LVl =i\!/DT ( TR \-LV-i-l
46
V.'R 7 7 F { f, , i CO^ ) LV 1 » LV »
no 1 ] KP=1 ,?
no 11 JZ = NA. ,P\C
O 11 Yl ( JZ,K~)=Y2 ( JZ>KE)
T^ ( JOU7 { IF?) . NF.O ) r-Q TO ^o
^0 12 T=,sjA'Nn»^
Q T & - T -<- ]
TPP- T+?
f F (IP . C-. T „ M a ) C- O TO t f
O jr (jpp .r;T. MR ) r_o TO 4P
'WRf 7<-(6>lOG5 ) T ,Y2 ( I »1 ) » Y 2 < I ' .? ' ' I?»Y?( I P.I ) » Y 2 < I?, 2) » !?? » Y2 ( I PF , 1 )
l , y? ( J D P » ? )
O 1? rnMij,\;tjp
r-O 70 69
4 7 W3 I T F ( 6 » 1 00 ^  ) I » Y 2 ( I » ! / » Y 2 ( I » 2 J
.O r,o TO AQ
48 c.'R T 7 F .' 6 » 1 005 ) I » V2 ( I » I ) » Y2 ( ! > 2 ) » T F » Y2 ( I ? » I ) ' >'2 ( I P » 2 )
40 rnwTlNU-
O IFdV'.R .LT. 148} .GO TO 6
T r \! ( T R i = 1
NV.D T ( T P ) =K'0£> ( T 9 )










Y 1 ( T •> 1 ) = V \i ; : )
' Y ] ( : < 2 1 = Y M ( T )
7 /-OM'T 7 \:; _i-
W3 T TF ( ««» ] 000 ) Y]
6 P - 7 U R M
1 T r M ( I ^  i = 2
NR = ,VCC ! T R )
M\'D T ( r 7 ) = MOD ( T ^  1
Y ? { ! • ! - » ? ) = Y ivj { M pi)
Y? { MA , ^ ) =V.\ ( VA )
r>n 2^ f'r = l. » 2
r>O ^0 L 1 = N A : • N! °.
Al = TH( LM) J-FAV] . *Xr/y( l>." !
V *} ' i '/ ^~ \ v T /i \' */ r~ \ « r*i r~ \ V -*'- T" *. \' / AT ^Xvj ^S™ J~i i \l P' ^  ^ 1 •*• ' J * [ '^ ' A* ;\ * *A l /
IF( A S S ( Y2 ( L > ' < ; E ) - Y 2 ( L V » < E ) i . L E . C O A L T ) viR I TE ( 6 »1 -'0? 5 K E » L ' L M
1 Y? (L > ' < • " ) »Y? ( L f - ' »< c 1
^0 ro!>'T T v:.jr
v !> = I
? 5 r O ^  T T w U "
r. 0 T 0 4 £..
1000 ' rOPV lAT ( = { ^ X r i / i . ^ j )
1003 r O Q - v ' A T ( a I ~ )
"' 0 01 F 0 R M A T i :, ! 2 X c 14 „ 6 ) 1
100? FORMAT (25X >12H COALFSCENCF. r 2X » 3 I 5 . ?. ( 2XE14 . 6 ) )
1005 FORMAT ( 3( l5?TXF.i'a..6ilXF13.6 ) )
701.0 FQRMiT ( i ( 2XF14.6 ) » c 1 c )












n I f.'F.XS TON P ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , SMAL D . ( 1 0 ) , 0 ( 1 0 ) , A ( 1 0 , lG ) » Y ( 7 ) > Y.^ ( 7 ) » C I ( 4 ) > F I N'< (
* 1
T T v] = r,7/2.0
I T M ? = 0 T
T O = T f M - # # ?
71 = ( p.T#»?-70 1 /?.0
72 = ( oT-:M:-?~7 I v . l*TO ) / ~ . C
7 3 = 7 0 / ? . 0
T A = T I M ] * T 0 / ? . 0
< = i .
nO 1. 9 T = 1 , ii
^0 10 J=i ,£.
D{ i^ , j ) = - / • ( T , j j - ^ T - 5
p ( K-4-1 , J ) =-A ( I » J) *Ti




n'O .? 0 ' T = 1 » 4
^O 11 J= i ,4_
o ( K , J + 4 1 = - A ( J » J 5 * f T L \.
p { •<+ 1 > J-f-4. ) = -A ' ! * J ) # ( T 2 )
,< = < + 2
J=!
r>0 1 2 T = ] , S » 2
D ( ! , J ) = P ( J , J ) +7 I M 1 /5C A L E
p( I , J-fA ) =p( I » J + 4 l+TO/SCALfr .
'<=!+]
P ( < , J ) = P ( '< , J ) + ( T T Mp-T I ."' 1 ) /SC AL r
o(.< > J + 4 ) =Pf K» J + 4) +?.0*T 1 /SCAL-
^0 1 3 T = 1 , 8
Of- T ) = 0 . 0
tr T N; < ( i 5 - Y ( 1 )
c j \i K ( 2 ) = Y ( ? )
cj M'< C 'M = V ( 6 1
t r y M X ( A ) = Y ( ^ )
K=1
p,0 15 T = 1 , 4
rxO 14 J=l,4
'14 J ) # F ! N K ( J ) # ( T ! M ? - 7 T M !
16
<='<4-2
^0 16 T = ] « ^
J=?*J
Of J-I ) = Q ( J- l ) + r i ( I )* ( 7 I M 7 - 7 I V - ,
0( J ) = 0 ( J ) + C I ( I ) ^ ( T T . y ? - 7 iv , l )
^0 2 0 2 T = i , B
0 ( . T ) =O( I ! /] .CF-5
r>0 202 J = l * o
°( T . J) nD ( T , J ) /I .0--c.
C A L L n^- ' fs » S V & L P » D > 0 )
CALL SOL 7 ( SM.AL5 » DT , CC » BB » Y > V,\ )
19
.)
J _sy r*po |-- 'T T yc* ••'(..r'-;j(.M « x » c ' » n )
n. I MF i\ b I r>f> i A T ( 1 0 , ] ] ) , X ( 1 C )
n T ^ F,\'S T ON R ( 1 0 » 10 ) , n ( ] Q )
_) v
 = v
Ml = V-t- l
^0 ] ? T = 1 , V
J i? x< T » = a . o
no 200 T = i . ,v
? 0 0 A T ( r , M i ) = n ( T )
3 no ? 0 1 7 = 1 » v.
? 01 & T ( 7 , J •. = P ( I , J )
^J no ^ 2 N = 1 ,'/
0 = A T ( \ ! , N)
O no o T _ M , y
T P- ( A a. S ( A T ( I , \' ) ) - A P S ( 0 ) ) a » <? > «
O "^"^
9 r O N ~ I ,vu-
T r w D = j T { \\ , j }
A T ( N i J 5 = .'. T ( T T , j )
7! AT { TT , J ) =Tp.wp
7 no ] n T = " , M 1
T 0 A T ( Ki > T 5 = A T ( N » T ) / 0
T P (M-N! ) ^ 0 » 5 C » 1«
IS \'l =\-i- 1
no " n T = N 1. » '••1
O = A T ( r « MI
no ~ 0 J = iV » !••'• 1
^0 a T ( r , j ) - », T ( i » J ) - A "T ( ,\ » J ) #
32 CO iV T T N' 1 1 -
^0 X( vn = 4 T ( M , M + 1 )
0= A T ( WP » X-f-1-
no ^0 T = N R ,
0 = C— ft T ( N! R , T
X ( N'7 j =rV/.T(
20
o
o S l J P Q O ' . J T T . M r ^.OLT ( S f: A L D •> H 7 , r r ^ D n. » Y , Y i\ )
0 I wFK S 7 OJV S.'/AI * ( i Q ) , y ( 7 j , w ( 7 )
.
O 7 .v X = 7 T M c- -s *- ;>
YN < 1 ) =Y( ] ) - fSMALr- (3 ) *7 * Mf-'-S'v ALP ( ~. ) *7NX
YN ( •? ) = Y ( ,? ) +S-VAL5 ( 2 5 *T 1 f/P + S'.'AL=. ( 6 ) *7-vX
O YN ( ^ . ) = Y i f ) -5'-.'AL3 ( '• ) *-T ! y :7-f Sf-'A LS ( "' ) * 7 (\X
YN ( -a } =Y ( •» )-f SMAL'3 ( ^ )*7 I M - T - f S M A L ^ ( 3. ) *7 \X
Y\ ' ( 6 ) =CC- (Y . \ j ( 1 )+Y.\ (r, ) ! / 2 . 0 -YN ! " )
O YM ( ~ } =Rn- ( YM ( 2 ) +Y(\ ( $ } ^-Y/\j ( ?. ) ) /? ..0









p 1 ) P, p_O i.J T T M rr P P O P ( T \




o ^'. 13 O QI I T f V, c p T u ? ( T
~~l 2414-.05524*7
21
SU^OOF T N ' t r c . u o c A r ( I KQ , i_ > X » P Ox )^ . o c r   X » P Ox )




r-.O i 0 ( f> i 7 ) > I NO
-» T = L - 2
w 6 r-0 TO ( ] ,2 , -^ ,4 i , T




nO ', 7. K = 1 , S O
D ( K ) = 0 .
W 1 c,
 P T ( •<) = 0 .
R E A D ( R . i O ? ) ( X R C ! < ) » < = J » JJ)
5 r>0 Q <=J,JJ
T W A { "< )= T i - T J K )
T H r ( .< ) = T A M ( T hi f ( < ) >; r V )
O IF (K . FQ.i .OP. K.C0. = 1 ! GO TO g
PRC (K )=0.s-:MTi- iC«)+T:-;C (K- l ; ) <- ( XRC C < » - X R C ( . < - 1 ) )+RRCC<- l i
Q r 0 N T T N U r
O IF ( y . -o. ^ ) .r-0 TO IP
W R r T i T ( f r » ] 0 ' ^ 1
WR T T F ( 6 > lOo ) ( XRC ( J ! » RR." < J ) > THA ( J ) » J= i » JJ )
O 1 0 3 F O Q V A T ( 3 ^ x » 2 5 K C F M T E R RCOY C O - O R D I N A T E S / / » 4 S X » 2 H X » 1 4 X > 2 :
105 F O R M A T ( 4 0 X »'( ?Xh 1.4.6 ) )
O ' P^TURN
19 x = XRr ( 31 )
P = RRr ( M 5
O W R j T - (S ' . lO ' - i
r v - . ' R y T E ( 6 ' ^ O h ) ( XRC ! J ) »RP.C ( J ) * ? CJ ) » J= 3 1 > JJ )
W R j T F ( 6 » 3 . 0 = S ) ( X R C ( J) » R R C f J) »lHA. ( J) » J=51» JJ )
O 1.0^. F O R M A T f i r i l » ^ 7 X . 2 4 H CCV;i_ CO-ORD I i \ATES / / » 4 B X » 2 H X » 1 4 X » 2
1 1 0 X > 8 H T H F T A / )
P c T i j R M
O 2 J = 7
T R = 1
J J: = C R
O T3 ^O 1.0 < = J»JJ
M = <
! ^ (X . L F . X PC ( K. ) ) GO TO 1 ?
O 1 0 rOK'T j r-.'i jc
i? 00= < THC ( , V ! ) - T H C ( M - ] ! )/ ( X R C ( M ) -XRC ( :-;- • ) )
n^l -X-X r-T ( M-: )
O P=.=.*DD-x-DDl-«-* ;-?-DrJl- : --Tr- ;C C-'- : i - ^RRC ( M- 2 )
r PS = p ((-- ' - I )--r)O]./ ( XRr (:•••' ;) -XRr ( '/-- } } • : : - ( D ( ' • • ! ) -? (M- l
O C r>o = oT (:/-i ; - fDD l / ( X R ^ ( V ) - X R C ( - - l } )* (=T ( X ) - P T ( M-l
3 J - M.
O jj = so.o 4. COWL
. R P A O ( = . , l G ? ) ( X R C U) » .<=J» JJ )
R F A f) ( r> , 1 0 ? ) R R C ! J )
O ' R E A D ( = » l 0 2 ) ( THC ( K ) » ' < = J » JJ )
r ° !-:/•• D ( ^  » i ^ ? ) ( ° T ( K ) > K = J » J J :
r R " A o { - » i C ? ) ( P t K ) » :< = J » J J )
O r-0 TO --
GJJ = -0.0 -i- rOWL
'--O TO T*
C-QP.V.A T ( 7ci o-. 6 )
q?r,ui'TN!- CUBIC ( r «z ?/-ij v,- ,\s I ON c ( 4 j
A.COS ( x ) =a TAN ( SORT 1 1 . o-x*-*2 i /x )
.
 D
 = -c \ "M * * ? / ?. , o + c ( ? i
0=?.0*r ( -3 i--^ ^ /? 7. C - C ( ? ) -»-C t'^ ) /3. 0
RSn = -o.5-"-o/ SORT (-p*-K--2. /27.0)
IF (ABS(RSQ) .L.E. i.O) GC TO 1
900
pOl
. JP{ PHT ) QOO, en 1 .901
PHT = 3 . 141 593-4-P'Hl
X.l= TFM*COS (PHT /^.o 1
T?-"R.v = PH 1/3.0 + 2.09^f?.9510
X ? = T r.v-^cQS ( T -RM )





TF (X?-X3! I 50 , 150, 160
Y 1 = i M A X 1 ( X 1 , X 2 }
Y } = A ,X T M ] ( Y l , X •= )
r-0 T0 iv K'
Yl=A-y. 1 Ml (XI , X? )
Y 1 = f-. ••', A X 1 ( Y 1 , X 3 )
Yi=Y]-r ( 35 /3.0
7 - Y 1
23
SU" POUT TN~ "O1^ I T . T )
CO'-V(V-!/COf:/ A ,R,C .'~MF >F ,G
T- ( 7 - t O G G . ) 1.0. 10 » 20
I 0 f-0 TO ( 1 5 i 1 6 > 1 ^  » I 1 i I ? » 1 7 » 1 4
II A = 2 ,i 460840 = - OA
F =• 4. 1« '521 16- -O-1
r = -0.61 1333.2- -06
!> = c . ^ 1 ? 2 6 f ? F - ft 2
P =-?. 3093^2 ] r- I?
P =-9 .6725372 c 0?
r- = - 1 . t i i 7 p. s o F C o
r.n TO to
12 A = ^ . 7 1 = 9 9 ^ 6 ^ OA
c. -_2 . ^ ]67? , - , ^ r_o^
r = R .-.637':5" r-0^
n =-8 . 29967 Ir'.~-09
- = ? .7082130^-1?
. c" =-1.0576706" 03
= '
; ; .QOfi070^ c Or«
r.o TO AO
13 A = A . ] 5 6 r > 0 1 6 r ^^
p =-!„?;>£. 4 "^ ^6.^-0-
r = = . 6 9 8 2 " 1 ft F - 0 A
PI = -4 .^Q3
= - ? . 0 ? 8 f ? 7 7 0 F 0
=-6 . 66l6?^6~-0
O ^0
14 ft = 3 .6916i4P> 0
"
3
. j . 0 0 ~ - O A
' ^ =-9.7688341 c-ip
^ c" • = - c o 9 7 7 2 2 3 4 - - l ^
O P =- i .0628336 r 03
<-- ~ ? . 2 B 7 4 9 R O ~ 00
r -0 TO AO
vy 15 A = 2. ^ O O O O O O ^ '00
P = 0 . 0
C = 0 . 0
O O = 0.0
r
 = 0 . 0
c = 2 . 5 4 7 0 4 9 7 C 04
O r. =-4. 6001 09 6>- -01
r-o ~0 A'O
16 ft = ° . < > 0218894 : r 00
O D =-2 . 1 7
F = 2. 9 137190- Ofc
f- - 2.6460.076 r r Oo
" O r-.o TO 40
17 A = " * . 8 2 3 ^ 7 0 R C Oo
n = - 1
 % I "I ^ 7 2 2 ° r — A °
O r '= 1 . 2466B19F-06
n =- " .103 c.' P. 9 6 c - 1 A
r =- : :..? :5''i6^^.1f r-l4
O r = i r> " •-, V 7 R 7 ir o ?






















































































^. 1 1 371 10--
=-2.0331





















































S i 0 } 0 0 ? ="
6 ^  h 1
-976












. 2 3 .R A 6 7 0 c - r> 7













c •? 7 r
} i ^  P
3 7 0 c
8 3 3 r
5 6 a f-~









































































9. 2 3 0
9467
Q p c 5
9835
] 8 7 9
9 fi 0 2
< '4-52
fi .« 1 1
u c »"t 7





















































\ ~C ) , V:OG~ ( 7 • 1 ~ 0 > - '•'•T:GT:\ ( i . 1 " !"M
» •* 5 ; YSN < •>.) » V-S ( 3 ) » T K S M ( o. ; , P$X( - ) »G5,\( ^> )
( •> ; *AS*.; ( ~; , "-..} : T5,\( ? ) < X.v-'.'.'S.v ( '< ) » HSN ( ^ J
CON^ON/^.LKtA/Xv'-'JSiX C - ) - X;-',Uii '- ) » K ~ S \ i •= ) > S I G'MA < ^ 0 5 »GAi'!/- SN ( ^ )
rOV:K,ON/^L<6/H"l iM ( 1-n) > s - - T ( • ; =C) ? Y P ( o ) ,Y( l f :05 » Y i \ ( 150) ,X( 1 5 0 ) » XN \ ] . 50)
CO' / i - 'OM/rLKf t /TH ( j = 0 ) , THN ( 1 ~ 0 ) »Q« 1 K. 0') >C;v ( ] ^0 ) > T ( 150) . TK ( 15C )
COviC'- . ' /^L-C?. ? /HX ( ; 50 ) .f-iXN ( i -C ; ../-L? ( 7 ? 1 r.^ 1 >AL?:M ( 7 » 15C )
'COMMON / C.LK ] '• /D ( ] c-0 ; » °^i ' 1 ~ 0 ) ^ Sf-C ( 1. 5" ! 5 RHO:'\ t 1^0 ) ? W f 1 5C 1 > v.'M ! i 5C 5
C 0 N" .v O N / =; L K "; -. / R ( ] 5 0 i •> 3 N: >' ] H 0 ) > G A v, ( ]. 5 0 ) » G A :/ ,:\ ( I 5 0 i » E v. ( I 5 C ) s E ,'•••'. N (1=0 i
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; // . ;
-'•-O TO c. 08
-07 T= { RH-f:50RT ( 3H*;r;~~A
<: Oft rON'T I \H)r
lo |P( JJ) "1 » i] »22
3] c R p ] = T T - T
T?7 ( AF ;:-S( T T / T - i .0 ) .LF :~oS ) GO TO ?"'
48
»— ' 2 4 r, f\ -M 1 = f- /\ •'••' 'V /-.
r: i W.M £ = „ 9 { » r-. 3 M iV ft
130 r-iV? = f.A,VV< A
"^ ^ TP" Oj-JJJ) e^, f i / i , i?
{
^ I~ (JJ-JJJ) 1^,1 4,1?
C R4 IP ( KOU\T .FQ. i ) GO TO J ^
*^ r _ T=TSiV^
^ ^ r;0 TC fi
?2 r R o ? - T T - T
^ . If-"' 4SS( T T / T - l .0) .L-.EPS ! GO TO ?~
'
>>-/ ? 5 G A '•'*•' A = r, .t ,v T _ c q> p i £. ( (-; ^  »/
 7, _ r. i v 1 ) / i ~ 0 \- s - " -• v "• )
r~ A M ] = r- f. w .5-
r 5 Q 1 = P o p ?
O no TO 1 ^ 0
12 W R T T r ( 6 » l / i )
... 13 FOD.M.AK iHO,,?-a,H JJ IS G^ iATER TnA^ J J J )
O ?7 T\i = T
00 28 J=l,7
?ft ./l!_Du\! ( J ) =:iLDl-lA-l J )






ro^;-'O\/- ~5i ~,/ T : N ,uik»F;/T \F >G;'-"-' i NF > c3 !N»RC ».-;7XGLr ( 7 )
r o M N • C K / = u ^ c, f / A F A r
rOM.-O\/~LK.?/XiV,L!( 3^0) , X M J K < 1^0; »V.^C-7 ( 7 > '; -'O ) , -.-. jG7;•-; ( -/ > : ~,C )
01 v- MST n-V ALDHN ( 7 ) » AS W'r! ( "7 ! » iL-H'-i7
^ rn TO ( i » ? } »
O 1 rr.\!7T .'..'i^
T T = T { L 1
0
 1 = => ! L }
O l.f 1 = O ( L 1
Q'-iOl =RuO (LI
r.n TO ^
O 2 rOMT ! ;\'J-
7 T = 7 -\ { !_ -,
O
O H- L' iX = Ul-:!-D- L7A7
JPQ=; \7 ( DX/Dr L~AX )
TC (J-D.FO.C^ J-==
O n~LX = OX/FLOAT ( J.-R )
T T rv-.p = r.x/Ul
7 5 A V - = 7 I
O r-0 TO ( £.,=; i , JNn
4 r.Q 201 J = l,7
M_ o H A (Jl=AL°(J«L)
O ?0l &SiVF ( J) =ALP( J»L )
r,0 TC A
5 no 20 / J= a »7
O A L D J ^  v J 1 = A L D N ( J » L)
? 0 ? A S A V F i J ) - A L P N { J » L )
6 r>T = ^ irLX/U].
O P-' = PI / ( 7 T#RO*-£-^CC;?
O
rv1 ^r> J=l«7
O 9 6 H u v = D U '•' - A S A V F ( J ) / W T ,v. 0 L F ( J )
O 1WR1 TE(f,» x-^C ) TI ,PCH,R:-iOT ,ASAVF»DT .7CHN >ALPHN
?50 FO^i-'.A" ( ] &HPOCGS FROM KCfUS » 1 CFi 1 . 3/J. 7X . 1 J- i : . 3/)
C A L L ^rr^cus ( T i» C-CH »PHO i > A S A V F > r;T, 7 CH.\ > A L P H A )
.O I F ( J F ^ R Y . N " . 1 ) GO 70 1OC
nO 130 J -1 ,7
1 1 0 v-,'r;O7 ( J , L ) = T FRM* ( ALPHix v J ) - A ^ A V~ ( J ) ) / -^X •-- A^i C
O C ' WRI T E ( A , , T 0 0 1 i U.1 ,r^HC]. » O X , D F L 7 A X , 7 C r - ; : - ; O 7 , 7 ~ . " ' X » J E R , L
r V.'x T T F ( r.' 1 COO ) ( Wr;G7 i J , L ) »J- 1 * 7 i
n 0 0 1 FO => M A 7 ( 7 ( ? X F 1 4 . " ) ' / ; 5 )
O 1000 rrrPM.". T ( 1 ( 7 X- 1 6 . o ) 1
50
^ ] 00 rOMT t Mijr
JF( J,~9VY.p.:;.. j r o j f -o TO : 0
T!=TO- 'N
O rvO ? 0 J = ?. « 7
• 70 /s S t V - ( J ! - A L P vJM ( U )
10 rO\iTl\J-
O i^n iio j= i ,7
O A r y f J,L ) = ^ i Pr,v( J ! _ ; \ L P M A ( J
40 !VnOi . \ '< J»L ) = T f R f / « - ; A L ? U M ( J ) - /
O r WR ! TE ! 6» 1 OOC ) ( D A C H ( J » L )».







































c.i lopoi.!T i M-.T
CON'-XOi\ /RL:<7/S3 I ( 7 > 150 )
 ; S-*7 : \ ( 7 , i ~G ; > r C I 3(
CO>vv,o,\j/DL;;fl/7H( 150 ) «7H.\ ( 1 50 ) » O i 1 =0 ) sQ.N ( 1
C O M M O N / « L K } 2 / H X ( 1 =0 ) » hXN ( 1 =.C • , / L.P i 7 » 1 = C }
CO"MGK'/FDV I / F A C i ' O p ( ^  ) » V l 5 . C X ( 5 i
CO;V-v.Gi\ / : -RST»/ T I,\,U I - \ . - 7 - v . T - \ F >G AMI 'xlF »CP I N > RO > WTN-OLF < 7 )
rnv.v.GM/.nLK i /cPX.N (1 = 0 ; •.--•'/, ( • ±C )
C 0 M X 0 N / = L :< ? / X v U ( j "~ r. ) » X :AJ \> ( i "• 0 / < V. ~; 0 T ( 7 » " 5 0 i , W r; 0 T f.; ( 7 » 1 5 0 )
COMMON/?•!_:< 5 / 54 ( I 5 0 j , S^i'.it i -.0 ; Ol v i 50: ^ : K ( I 5 0 ) O ? ' ] 5 0 ; »r?.?N '• -~c
5-)'>F[::SN( : 50)
o) , T c 15 o) , T r-; (ir.O)
AL.PX (7 > 150)
•' ,\ i I '• V ( ? ','•/ V "! ^  v ) 1 '.'• ri '< 1 T
;M i 1 5 C;) » E;--' (150) s E '•'•>; ( 1
2 "> ' A N G N ( ." 5
COWWON/3LK2 1 / I R > I PD > I -t-J » I TYPF. » FA.M » ! FLO » UP » ALPHA ? 3E TA
COMMON/RLK2? /F T N » XJ . RF , ?R > XL'~ « FPTn'* F.PP » EPC-> EPT , R I :\F » V< I ,\F » NSP ,
COf-'v.Oi\/PROPT/Hl ( 7 ) ,CPI ( 7 ) ?orp] (?)
DI *-'F NS I Oi\! DADM ( 7 ) «0?ADN ( 7 )
.c,
 r M = p P -x- x L r
r-0 TO ( ? »] ) » T,vn
MD ]. =,\|OD ( T P ) -f 1.
NP?=\OP( TR) -1
T,N( NPl ) =TM( i\!P'? )
O.\i(NPl ) =G'V(,\'D? )
TU\J ( /VDJ } =THM ( NP2 )
NOT =KLO( I1?)-]
MO? = i\LO( TR )-f 1
TN ( NQ] ) =TNJ( NO? >
ON'( NC.'l l =QM( N02 1
THN ( NOI ) =THN ( vQ2 ) • '
nO 60 J=] ,NSP
AL°N ( J » M P I ) =AL°I\' ( J »'\PZ )
60 i LPN ( J o NO 1) = A LPN U » N02 )
,\! A - M L <": ( IP)
M N = M 0 P ( T R )
Y M ( \ Q 1 ) =? o --YM ( ^ A. ) -Y,\' ( NIS? }
Y \j ( ^ D ] )
 = - 0 -:$. Y |\; ( jv ,v ) - Y K ( \; p ? )
0 U M -_- 0 . K *• ( R M 0 ( M A I --- 0 ( ,\ M -f '^ ^ '0 >' \: N ) '- 0 ( N N ) )
r>0 53 ! T = N A ,NN
M = T T
TM= T T- l
-::-0 ( MA ) . GT
( T M ) * 0 '!'•')) - Y ( N'
RHALF= ARS ( RHALF }
VISC =FA.CTn.R( IR)-"-
visrxt TP i =vrsr
r«^l in-^= . 0
! F ( PHO
W R i T p ( f t » l C01 ) V'rSr
^^ i ? T =M.A. >KN
n ^ L Y ] = Y w ( I ) - Y N l I-],
O f r L Y 2 = Y N ( I 4.] ) - Y N ( I
R .,-^ { **' \ -J- /^ f * ' \ ~~- • , 'hrJ t i'i J ^ ^ .' \ •• ) — \--\,
PAT 7O1 =nrLv/]/r."Lv2
• R A T T O ? = ^ P L V ? / P - L V I
D'JON = (ON ( I +1 I *PAT I HI -<?•>'•;•( I ) * ( PAT 1C"* -R-7 I 02 ) —CM ( I-] ) *xA.T 1C? )'/5UM
DTD\; = ( TN ( l-f i ) #RA7 10? -TM I ) *(RAT I01-RAT:0?)-TM(I-] ! *RAT I 0? ) /5Uiv
DThDN= ( THN.i T -r ; J *PAT I 01 -THN ( I } * ( R&7 IG].-RA7 I 02 )-T:-;Ni I-1 )-RiT 102 ) /SUM
D?THD^ =?.* ( THNU + I )^DFLYI/SUM-T: ! . \ ! ( i J + T H N S 1-1 I ^ D E L Y Z / S U X ) / D - L Y I /
I n - I _ v 2
TALL THFOV (?»!)
HXM;Ti=0.0
' A ' N ( T 1=0.0
no 17 j= } ,7
WM ( I ) =V.'i\ ( I } + A L P M ( J. I ! / W T V C L F t J )
HX,v ( I ) =h'XM ( I ) -f ALP\ ' ( J » T ) -"-HI. < J )
WW ( T } = 7 . /W.v { T )
R \' ( T ) = p O / V/M ( J ) •*.- £• 5 0 f> ? . ?
GA v.v ( • ) =CPXf- i ( I )•/ ( CoX.v ( I } -RM ( I ) }
£ J W P \ ' ( T J _ p\| ( T 1 / ( D V ( T J -X-7 V ( ' ) )\ l - - \ * ; I —• * ^ . * J , / ' * • * I \ » I / * ' \ » i / /
E^-'N < i) =ON n ) / SORT ( GAVN (: > --RN (:; ^-T.M (i j >
X v.U.v ( - ) = A S I N ( 1 . / ~iVN ( I ) )
C V I S C = V ! 5 C * F A C T O R
. enMr> =• v T sr*cDxM (i ) / OR
no 16 J=1,N5D
16 DUN^DU'-'-f-ALON ( J » I ) *OC C 1 (J)
r> o q o = 0 ,
SIJX1 =0.
?U^-' .?=.0
S l . j v^= .n
TP^M 1 =c>HOM ( T } -"-ON ( T 1
AC 2 = X L ^  / D R-"' V T S r
IF( A5S( YW( I ) ) .IE. o . O G O C l ) GO TO 13
A C l = X L ( r / P R - » - C O S ( T H N ( I ! ! *V I SC/Y.N ( I ) -x-X J-hXLc /PR^DMUDN
r-,o TO i °<
18 no 2? J=l »MSP
DADN •' J) = ( ALPN( J» I + i 5 -RAT I 01 -ALPNv J » I ) •«• ( R AT ! Gl -RA.T 10? ) -AL PN < J > I -] ) •«-
1 *0 AT TO? ) /SUf-'
D?ADN( Ji =?.-!.-( ALPMC J. 1 + 1 ) -SDE'LY] /SUM-ALPN( J» I )+A.LP:\ ( J» I~i )^OFL
1Y7/SUV) /OFLY] /DF.LY?
S'M M( J, I )=T-R[..',] •::-( A L P K < J> T )-ALP( J» T ! ) /DELX:"( IR )
IF(XJ.FQ. .01 531 N( J » I ) =AC?*D2AC!\ ( J )
Dp |?o= HI ( J i -if-WDCTN ( J » 1 ) +H 1 ( J }•'•'<• S" T N ( J , I ) +OPRO
S U r / -i = H 1 ( J ) * D A D M ( J ) + S U •'•••' 1
SUv?= Hi ( J)*D?ADN (J)-fSU>-'.?
?3 SU^^= DADN ( J) *fDi ( j
r,Q TO 2^
19 no 11 J=1
O A i ~ > N f j ) = v A L P f . ! ' j ' ! +1 ) ->RA TT Qi _ A L.ONI ( j , T ) -:'<•
1 ( RA.T I 01 -RAT 1C?') -AL^N ( J ' I -1 ) - " -RAT I 0? ) /SUy
D ? A D N O ) =? . * ( A L ^ N v J» I+l KOF.LYi /5UK-ALPN ( J i ! ) - fALPN ( J » I -1 ) ---DEL
53
O 1Y2/SUNM /D-L.v '1 /n^LY? .
S? ! i\s ( J » I ) = AC 1 *DADv ( J ) + AC ?#D? AH-N < J •
r>PRO = Hi «' J ) " - W D O T ; V ( j, T ) +H! ( J }* S -. I \' ( J •> I ) -f-CPRO
O SUM! =H 1 ( J ) *DADN ( J ) +SUM 1
= D.ADN ( J)*r3i {J )+.$(_"•"
v~; D 0 I F = ( 9 •-' U D N * S U M I - D T D ;\ * V ; £ C * 5 U V ^  + V I S C * S U H ? ) / S C iv
7prqy
 = ^wov, ( T ) -;:-r>M ( J ) s - fPXN ( T • -x-T''-: ( I.)
D?M( I ) = ( S ! M ( T H \ ' i I ) }/ ( YV i ' J } *« . ;^DUDM*VlSOi. .*CGS!TKN( J ) ) -QN *' I ' -«-V;5C
O ] *DTHD\ i / ( Y.\ j ( I J - * o . ) _ 6 6 * V I S C ^ O N ( I 1-SIN ! T H W ( I ) ) - C C S ! T M s ; ( I ) ) /YM ( I 5 * * 7 )
O S4N| ( 1 ) = DD I F + CO,vD-::-COS ( THN ( I ) ) *DT DN / YH ( I ) * X J + CCNO*D 2
1+A o -"-V I SOON < I 1 --•"• .? /-s « -• ( DTHDv-"-* P-S I M ( Trv\j ( I 5 ) *D7HDN ) -fV I 5
O
1 - D D R O / T P R M - S T M ( THNf I ! ) / Y M ( I ) -X J
O C W R T T E ( 6 ' 1 CO.? ) D1N( I ) » S 4 M ( I ) » D P R O » F D ! 5 N ( I ) » TERM »CPXM < ! ! » I
r-0 TO 12
V J 5 C * Q N ( I ) * f C O S ( T H M ( ! ) ) *DUDN/Y-v ; ( I } ^ X J + D?UOiN )- i-0\( I ! *DUD\ :*QVUD\'
D l ^ ( I ) = V I S C * C O S { ~ H N ( I ) ) *DUQ-N/YN( I)' ! ;-XJ-i-VISC-'>D2UD\ i-i-DUD:N:-"-D. t-''Jr'M
F D I S N t I ) = S ^ N ( I ) /TPPM-DT N( ! ) * ( C P X V ( I )*T>M I ! -fQ:\ ( I )*-:;•? ) / ( TERM*G'--! i I ) 5
- / - ( f I ! ) / ( I  
O H2\< ( I )= .0
nlM (I) = ViSr*r>2UO\ !
C DIN ( ! ) -TEP^ ' ] * ( O N ( T )-o( I ) 5 / D E L X F ( !R ) + (PN ( I )-P ( I ) ) / D E L X F ( TR)
O S^ . \ ' { I ) =DDIF +COMD-»D?TDM-fDKnN-"-DTDN
1 +4. *V I SC*ON < I ) *?2 /^ . ;-- ( DTHDN*-»?-S ! N ( ~Hhx! U ) ) *D!HDN ) +V I SC*DUDN**2 +
2 V l S r - ^ O N ( ! ) - > 02UDN
O c S A N ( i ) = T F R M I - ^ ( H T N ; T )-HT ( i ) ) /DFLXF ( IR )
FD i SN ( i ) =S4N ( i ) /TEPM-DI N ( i : --- ( C P X N ( i > -»- T,\ < i ) +QN ( i ) *-x-2 ) / ( T ER;-'*G,\ •: i : ;





HO 3052 I R = 1 » 3
iF(jp .GT. i .AND* ITYPE
 OEO O 3) RETURN
O MO!=MLOi JP 1-1
N02=MLO( T R ) + !
N°1=NOD ( I9)+1
U N'P2=NOO ( TR ) -1
T ( N Q l ) - T (NO 21
O ( NQ1 ) =0 ( NO 2 )
O TM (NO1 ) =TH (N02 }
\'A. = NLO( I 9)
M H = f > ! O p ( JP )
O Y ( M 0 1 ) = 2 . * Y ( \| A ) - Y ( NI 0 7 )
Y (K 'P l ] =2 . J »-Y ( W R 5 -Y
r>0 50 J= l ,MSo
O ALP ( J » | k!»] . ) = AI_O ( J,N:DP ^
50 A L ° (Ji MO 1 ) = A L D < J » NO 2 )
Q( NID] ) -O ( M P 2 )
O T U1 D 1 ) = T ( N p ? }
0. c -x- (P'HO ( W A ) - K - O ( ' N A ) 4 - R r O
O 00 5 1 I T =N A , N 's-
V= T T
T V - = T T - 1
^ ! F ( R H O ( N A ) i ' - O ( M A ) . G T . D U M ) ' - '
IF (RHO ( M A ; * O ( N A J . G T . D U M ) I>.'=NA
'
51
RMALF = Y (M)-{Y <M)-Y
1 ( I vs)*0 { JM) ) - V ( N A )
f?KALF= A0? i RHALC }
V ISC = F A C T O R < IR} *pH
V I S C X ( T R ) = V J S C




nFLY2=Y ( T + ] )-V { T j
RATT02=OFLY2/OFLY1
D'JON =(C ( 1 + 1 )*RA.T JOi.-Q ( I ) *( RAT ICM-RAT 102 ) -0 ( I -1 ) *RA.T 10? ) /SUM
D2UDN = ? . * ( Q U+i )*DELYi /SUM-G f I > +0 ( I -1 ) *DELY?/5UM ) /DELY i /D^ LY2
DTDN =(T ( I - f i ) *RAT ICl -T ( I ) •» ( R A." I CM-RAT ! 02 ) -T ( I -v ) -"-RAT ! 0? ) /SUM
D.?TDN = ? . * ( T •( 1 + 1 >*DFLYI /SUM-T ( i ) - - - T ( 1-1 ! - - D E L Y : > / S U M } / D E L Y I / o ~ L Y
DTHDN =.( TH( !+i )*RAT10l-TH( I )*<RATIO]-RATI02 )-TH( 1-1 )*RAT'!0?> /SU'V«
D.?THDN =?.*(TH { 1+1 I^-DELYI/SUM-TH (JJ + TH (I-IJ^D
THFPM ( i » T 5 •
 :T /pp
^0 1 5 j=l ,NSP
15 OU?.-i = DU'<-';-ALp f J» I )*-DCPl CJ1
!F(A.BS(Y(I) )
 0L^. .00001) C-.C TO 21
AC1=XLP/PR*COS(T,H (I) )*VjSc/Y ( I ) *X J-rXL
r-0 TO 22
21 ^O 26 J=l ,NSP
DADN(J) =(ALD (j» I + l 1-SRATI01 -ALP ( U> !
1 ( RAT I01-PATT02 )-4LP fJ» I -1 } *PAT T 02 ) /SUM
D?ADw(j) =?.*fALD ( J, I+i )*DELYi/SUM-AL°
1Y2/SUM) /nrLY] /DELY?
S^T ( J, ! )= 0.0
I-(XJ.FQ. .0) S3I ( J.» I J=AC2*0?ADN( J!
.r?o= HI < J)*WDOT { J, I ) +Hi(J5* S'. I ( J » I ) +DPRO
^( J) -f.S'JMi
N (J5+SUM?
?6 SU"-4*5^. OADN ( J) ^ -rD-j ( j)4-SUv-'^.
DD I F = ( DN'.UDN^SUM H-DTDM*V I SC^SUM'-.-t-V I SC*SU;X2 ) / SCM •
TER'V = RHO (I 1*0 (!)->C°X (J)-x-T (!)
r-0 TO 25
22 nO 10 J=l ,NSP
nA,O.N'(J) =(A|_P ( J» . I-f ] )#RAT JO?-ALP (J> I)*
1 (RAT 101 -RAT 102 ) -ALP < J » T -1 ) --R AT 1 02 ) /SUM
D?ADv<j) =?.*(ALP I J> I-f 1 ) -OELYi /S'JM-ALP (J»I)4-ALP (J»I-!>*DEL
S?. I ( J» I ) =ACl^-DiDM( J)+A(-2*D2AD.M( J)
DP W0= HI «' J ) * WDOT ( J » I ) +H i ( J ) * S •>. i ( J > ! ) . +DPRO
55
O SUM1=H] ( J)"OADN( J ) +SUM3.
SUM? = Mr<J)*92AnN (J)+SU'-'2
• . 10 .SUW~ = . D-DN < J)*-rPi ( jj+S
O DDIF= {DyUDN#5UY]+DTDN-WISC
TERW=RHO (11*0 (I)*C°X ('T)-x-T (I)
07 U)=(SIN<TH (I))/(Y ( I )*•*. )#r:Uf;N-*V! SOfc. *COS ( TH ( ! ) 5 *G (T)*V!5
O 1 *DTHD\'/(Y ( I ) *3. )-6.*VISOQ ( ! )#S I N ( TH ( I ) ) *COS ( TH ( I ) i /Y (!)**/
2 l*Xj + 6.*\^SC^DiJD'v!#DTHDN/3.-ri.-:.!-VI£C*C ( ! 5 *D? ThDN/3 . +4 • *Q I 1 )#DMUDN
' . ? *OTHDN/3.-?.-*Q (!1* SIN(TH ( I 5 ) ^ OM'JDN/ ( 3 .*Y (I))*X
O SMI) =DDlF-fCO\iD*COS(TH (I)', -x-D'i"DN/ Y ( I ) *X J + COND
1 4.*V1SC*G ( ! )^*2/7.-»(DTHDM-K--»7-S!M(TH ( I 5 ) -x-DTHDN ) +V I S
? V I SC---0 (\)*( COS ( TM ( I)) *DUDN/Y ( I ) *XU+D2UDN i +G ( I ) ---D
O Dl ( ! ) = VJSC*CCS(TK ( I/ ) *DUD'\=/Y ( I ) >^X J + VI SC*D2UDN-^DUDN*DN':'JD^
^DIS ( i ) =s& ( 1 1 /TERM-OI ( n ^ f c ^ x ( I > * T cn+o c 1 1*^2) / ( T E R X - ^ G ' \ i ;
1 - r t D RO/TFRM-SIN(T H ( I ) ) /Y < ! ) * X J
O r-0 TO 13
25 fONTnNiU^
TCRMI -RHO ( i )*Q ( n
O 02 ( l )= .0
01 ( I ) = viSr*n?u."5N
.84 (I) =DDIF +C
O 1+^.#V!SC*0 ( I )#
2 . V J S r * 0 ( I )*-
F D I S ( I ) =Si ( I ) / T F R M - D 1 ( J ) - " - ( C D X ( I }•.:•! ( I / + Q ( I ) **?_ ) / ( T£R (M*0 (I) J
O 1 - n O R O / T e - R M
13 rON'T .TN' J -
3032 r O N ' T j NU.~ •
100] FORMAT (^H C4L?»5 (2XF.]£o6) ^ r s )
" T002 FORMAT ( TH COMPS2» 6<2><El^.6) * 1 ^  )
O 1003 FORMAT (7(2X^1^.6) ) .
1004 FORMAT (BH CO^PSi. » 7 ( ?Xt 1 A „ 6 ) » I ^ ) '
1005 PQRMAT ' (5C2XF14.6) )
O 1007 FORMAT (7H COMPS7 , B < 2XF ]. u . 6 ) )






COMMON vr (200 1 »VA ( 2001 »XST.A(C. i ,NPT (=, j , T I
rOM'VON P( 200) , T(?CO ) »U( 200 } , TH( 2~'C) » rM ( ? 00 } , Y ( ?00 ;
COMMON ALP< 7? ?0o) , YI ( ?CO »=. ) >Y? ( 200, ;, ) »Y3 < ?CC ,5) , YM?G'C>^}'
fOMMO.v Y5 ( 200 »=i ) *Y6 ( 200 > =S ) »Y? ( 20C, 5 5 »Y8 ( ?OC ,5) » Y9(2CG»=,)
rn^^ON fr.AS. \irUP V
100 FORMAT (7^10.5)
101 C-O.?:..'A.T (6^10.^1
105 t r O R V A K & ^ j
c ic^-^-i s?~cir
r TCAS = 2 FLOW PQOP-RTiFS PLOT
C • \'C'JRV= NO. OF CURVP5 PER PLOT (X STATIONS)
TALL PLOTS ( T i , fcccoi
TALL PLOT ( .0» 0. »-? )
J f fi 5 = A C A S
NrUPVsAriJ^v
no 22 Lr=l ,N
R^£\n(c, ,1.CO) XSTA<Lr ) »APT
'
 NJ P T ( L C ') = A p T
N°T= N'O. Oc POrvTS IN-PROFTL' 7 •
M P = N1 p T ( l_ r ) '
WRJTE(6»! 10 ) X5TA(LC5
110 FORMAT (1.0X»23H PROFILE'S AT STATION X=»Fi0.4)
fND 12 T = 1,NP
RFAO(5,].Cl) P( I ) »T ( I ) ,U( I ) »TM( I ) » CM( I ) »Y( I )
W R ! T E < 6 » 101 ) PU ) >T( I ) »U( I ) >TM( I ) »EM( I J »Y( I )
12 '"OMTT^U"
f>0 21 J=].,ND
RE AD ( =• » ] ' ^  ) ( ALP ( K » J ) » K = 1 » 7 }
WR I T 5: ( 5 , ] 00 ) ( A L P-( K » J ) » K = 1 > 7 )
21 rOMTTKUF
r^ .O 22 J=1 .N»
Y2 < J'LO =ALP ( =. » J )






V Y'isDRc-SSUR^ - P
Y/S( J.L<")=T< J)
r Y6 = Tp;v'.p-RATbRr _ T
Y7 ( J»Lr)=U( J )
r Y7=VFLOriTY - U
YR (JiLD=THfJ)
r YS= FLr.i/,' AIV^LF - T
Y9 ( J»Lr )=F -M{ J)
YO ( j »Lr I=
22
D ^  n ^  '? .* '•' '•PI i ''"
r
 /\ L L r' <N c T 7




O S U ", 9 Q Ij T T ^  r s A Q T ?
>YA.(?.OO) ,XSTA(^ ) »I\PT( -•>) » i i (&OGCI
P!?GG) , T(,?00 ) ,U{?00) , TH( ?00i , c.y,( ?GC! ,Y(?.CC ) ,VP (?CC»
O . COMMON ALP("7 >200) »Y] ( ^ OC^ ) »Y;M ?OC» 5 / » V3 < ?00»5J » YM200«^1
COMMON Y5( ?00»51 »Y6-(?00 ,o ) »Y? ! 200^5 ) )YB <200,5) > Y9(20C>5)
rOf-'MON !TAS» NfURV





1 05 FORMfiT ( 44 )
O RIADl 5> 100) Xiv!,XOi=ilZX»YO»YM>£lZY
SCLX= ( XM-XO /si zx
SCLY= ( YV, -YO) / S I Z Y ' .
O WR t ~E<6 ' 1 0] ) DY»£CLY?DX>SrLX
WRITE (6 »lOl) XC»Xivi-,SlZX»YO»YM,Sr ZY
r Y1=H2
O CALL AXIS ( .0».0»?H Y »--5,SlZY,.G,YO»DY)
CALL AXIS( ,0».0»14H H2 -RACTION » 14»5IZX» 9C.»XC»jX)
nO 2 4 L r = ] , N r ^  V • .
O WR I rt (6' 111 ) XSTA(LC)
111 FOSivAT (iOX,23H PROFILES AT STATION X= Fl0.4»2?vH ARE NOW B E J M G °LO
iTTcn //) •
O NP=NPT(LOV -
nO 25 J=l »N°
YA( J)=Y.l ( J,l_r)
O , 25' YY ( J)=YD( J,LC)
YMNP-t-n-XO
* YA( NP*? )=5CLX . '
O YY ( ixiP + l 1 =YQ
• ' YY{NP-f2 )=SCLY




C Y2= 02 .
RFAD^ 5 » lOOj XM,XO>SlZX »YO»YM»SlZY
O . SCLX= (XK-XOI /sizx
SCLY= ( YM-YO) /SIZY .
WRlTf. (6»].0l. ) DY»SC.LY»nX»SCLX
O . WRTTF(f.»]Ol1 XC»XX ,SlZX»YC,Yy.,£lZY
CALL A X l S f . C, .0»3H Y , -3 » S I ZY , . 0 , Yd ,
CALL AXISf ,0»«0» 14H 02 FRACTION » 14>SIZX» 90.»XO»DXV
O nO 26 Lr = l,Nr'JPV
M p = w P T ( L r 1
r>,0 27 J = l ,NP
O YA( J)=y?.( J»LD
27 YY( J)=YD{ J.LD
YA ( NP-^1 )=XO
O YA (i\!P~? )=$^LX
YY(NP+ .1 ) =YO
YY(NP+?)=5CLY






( ~ , i G O ) X N S . X O » S l 2 X , Y G » v v . 5 T 7 Y
= ( xy,-xo) / M Z X
= ( Y V . - Y O J / S I Z ' Y
WR i TE < 6» ]0i j D Y » S C L Y , D X » S C L X
KR nF. ( A » i. GI ) x o , X i V , S T Z x > Y G , Y I / , ,S IZY
v- - u ? n
CALL A x i s t .0 . ,o»3-H Y , - ^ , S I Z Y ' , . O , Y G » D Y )
CALL A X I S J , o » . c » i ^ w K.?O FRACTION » - i 4 » s i z x > 9 0 . » x o » o x )
YA ( j> =Y^>. ( J-LC)
2P YY( j)=Yp ( j,Lf)
YA ( NP+1 ) =XO
YA ( NP-2 5 =SrLX
YY ( NP-t-] ) =YO
YY { Npj-?) =SrLY
C A L L L T N - ( YY »Y
35 C O V T T - N l . ! -
C6LL PLOT (XN!U ,YNU»-^ ) ' . . .
P -ar>(50.00) X M , X p » S l Z X » Y O » Y M » S T 2 Y
5 fLX= ( XM-XO) /S lZ 'X
SCLY= ( Y W - Y O I /S IZY
Y^= NP
CALL AX! St .0, ,0*?H Y , -3 » S I ZY , . 0 , YC » Dv )
CALL AX I M .0 » ,0> 14"-' M2 FRuCTlON ? 14»SlZX» 90.»XO*OX)
OO 36 LC=i ?NC
r>Q ?Q
• Y A ( J ) = Y ^ ( j ,LT)
29 YY( j j =VP ( J ,LC)
YA. C f^pj-1 ) =XO
YA (NP- f2 } = S C L X
VY ( NIP + I ) =YO
YY ( NP-i-? ) =£ fLY
C t L L L T N p I Y Y > Y A. » N P » 1 » 0 » 3
V W I! = . 0
''ftLL PLOT(XNU>
P.17 AD ( 5 » 1 00 ) XM , XG , S I ZX » YO 5 YM » S I Z Y
SCLX= (XM-XO)/SIZX
SrtY= (YM-YO)/5!ZY
Y£i = DRc'SSURP' - D
CALL AX I S( .0, ,0» 3H Y , -" , S I ZY , . 0 , YQ , DY }
CALL AX I S( . 0 , . 0 > 14H 3RE-S5.UAF , 14? S I Z X , 9 C . . X O O X )
OO 3? LC=1»NCURV
^p-f^c J ( Lf )
nO ':0 J=l. ,NP
YA ( J) =Y=. { J«LC )
30 YY ( J) = Y P ( J,LD
YA ( iNP+1 ) =XG
YA ( NP + 2 5 = S f L X
YY ( W & 4 - 1 ) =YO
Y Y ( N P + ? )=5 rLY
59
CALL LTNF ( Y Y » Y A » N P » 1 » 0 » 3 )
3'7. CON TIN'. 'P.
TALL PLOT ( XNU? YKU ,--*i ''
R<--&r>( =,, i CC) xN.,xo,."72x »YO»YV.» SJZY
( YM-YOS /SlZY
Y6 = TpN-'otrq ;VT;_;D- _ 7
CALL AX!S( ,C,.0»3H Y > -^ , 5 I Z Y , „ 0 , VQ , DY )
TALI AX | 5( ,0 , ,0. l&H TF.VpFRATURF » 14'SjZX, 9C,«XO.*DX)
no ^8 i.r = i
r-0 ^1 J=] . NP
Y A ( J ) = Y A ( j , L C )
•3 I YY ( jj =YP( J»Lr )
• Y A ( N ° + ] 5 = X 0 ;
YA (NP4-? ) =STLX
• VY (NP+1 i =YO .
YY (MP + ? 1--SCLY
TALL LTN~( YY »VA» ' N P » 1 »0»?. 1
3 8 ^ 0 N T T N I ' -
TALL PLOT ( XNUi YNU»-3 )
R - A O ( 5 » l O O ) XM,XO»5.lZX»YO>Y.X,Si?.Y
S C L X = ( X M - X O ) / s i z x
• S C L Y = c Y . V - Y O J /SHY
Y7=V!rLOrTTY - U
CALL A X J S ( ,0».0»3r! Y > -? ?-S I Z v » . 0 , YO » DY )
CALL AXJ5( .0 , ,0» 14H VELOCITY > i/-.»SlZX, 90.,XO>DX)
nO 39 Lr = l
nO 32 J=] ,NP
Y.A( J ) = Y 7 ( J , L C )
3 2 Y Y ( J ) = Y P { J , L C )
YA ( \iDj- ] ) =XO
Y/\ ( NP-f? ) =STLX
YY ( \iP-fl ).= YO
CALL L INf ( Y Y » Y ' A » N P » ] » 0 » 3 )
39
Y\H;=.O
("ALL PLOT ( XN jU* YNLJ , -? 1
R - A D t s > i u C ) X M » X O * s j z x » Y O » Y , V » . C . T Z Y .
SrLY= ( Yv.-YO) / S j Z Y
YR= FLOW ANGL17 - TH
CALL AXIS( .0, ,0»3H Y »-3 » 5 I ZY , . 0 , YO •, QY )
CALL A X I S ( . 0 , o C ? 1AHFLC1// ANGLE » 1 4 » S J Z X » 9 0 . , X O ' D X )
nO 40 Lr=l»NrUPV
MPrNPK LC)
nO 1.3 J= i ,NP
Ya ( NP-*-] ) =XO










YY (NP-*-! ) =YC
YY (NP + ? ) =SCLY
TALL LTNF(YY,YA.,NP'.l » G » 3 )
40
.












r YQ£ MArH N!'J'Vn.F(? = £•*•'
CALL A X I S t .0, .0,3H Y ,-
CALL A X I S C .0, . o»i4HMA.CH
^0 41 LC=1,NCUPV
^0 = ^ I' J=l'1MD
Y A ( J I = Y Q ( J » L C >
YA ( NP+l } =XO
YA ( NP-;-? ) =SCLX
YY ( NP + 2 }-5,CLY
TALL LTNP{ YY»YA».NP,]. »o»
41 rONT T MIJC
YNU=.0




TF{ nOMc.l:Q.nUMN!1 GO TO 50
50
- . CALL PLOT ( 2. ,2. '999)
• _.
O











0 for 2D, 1 for Axi§yranetrig
printed output for region 1 every
IOUT step
printed output for region 2 every
IOUT step
pr.inted output for region 3 every
IOUT step
not used
0 frozen floWjl finite rate






















NMAX(l) Maximum number of points permitted in
region 1. If this number is reached
the program terminates and punches
results at the last station
NMAX(2) same as above except for region 2
NMAX(3) same as above except for region 3













X-stations at which calculated profile 1-10
data is to be punches-to be used later




































Typical value of K = .02
DESCRIPTION COLS,
1-10Number of coordinates on lower wall









X coordinates of lower wall ( f t ) 1-10

























































Upper wall angle at above x-coordinate
(degrees) 1-10
cowl values required 11-20
DESCRIPTION COLS.
Not used 1-10
Error criteria for flow angle in the
shock wave point calculation 11-20
DESCRIPTION COLS.
Magnitude of the initial shock wave
angle in region 3 (degrees) 1-10'
" " " 2 (degrees) 11-20
Maximum distance, Ay, between the shock






























Initial x-coordinate ( f t )
1 Diverging Shocks
2 converging shocks
Maximum x-station calculation \7ill
proceed to (ft) •
DESCRIPTION
Upstream press.ure for region (2) (psf )
Upstream temperature for region (2)
(0K)
Upstream Mach number for region 2
Upstream Gamma for region 2
Upstream molecular weight for region 2
DESCRIPTION
Upstream pressure for region 3 (psf)
Upstream temperature for region 3( K)
" " Mach number " " " 3
Upstream Gamma " " " 3






























































i.e. minimum distance between mesh points
17 • :
DESCRIPTION
2) Species mass fraction upstream of
region 2




1 uniform flox^ in region 1
2 nonuniform flow in region 1
19
DESCRIPTION
Lower index number for storage of
region 1
Upper " " " "
region 1
Lower " " » "
region 2
Upper " " " "
region 2
Lower " " " "
region 3


















































Y coordinatss of data line in region 1 1-10
( f t )
(NOP(I) - NLO(I) 4- I)/ , cards required 11-20
DESCRIPTION COLS .
Pressure at above y-coordinates (psf) 1-10
Temperature " " " " (°K) 11-20
Velocity " " " "(ft /sec) 21-30
Flow angle " " " (degrees) 31-40
NOP(I) - NLO(IJ +1 cards requited
DESCRIPTION COLS.












Repeat cards 21 and 22 for regions 2 and 3.



















Pressure at y in Region I (psf)
Temperature " " " (°K)
Velocity " " " (ft/sec)
Flow Angle " " " (degrees)
B L A N K
Y-coordinate 11


















ALP(7,I) " " " N2 " "
Same number of cards as card 20
Input region 3 Cards 20 followed by Card 21
THEN " 1 " " " " 21
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6 E 4 - 0 2
^ G ^ h S '
o F 4. n i
oE->ni
f i E -> a 1
0 F + p, i
0 E 4. n i
0 F * fi 1
fi E 4- n i
0 F 4- f; 0
o F - n i
0 E 4. o 0
oE + ni
oE + ni
o E 4- n l •
0 E 4- o 1
0 E 4- o 1
n  + ^  i
0 E * fi i
n C t- D o
o F 4- n o
o F -r n o
(i E * n 0
OE + ni
o E 4. n i
G F: * f; 0
O E + H O
O F . 4 - 0 0
0 E - o 1
c E - r, i
0 E - o 2
o E - n i
0 E - n i
o E - n i




- . 5 n
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Simplified scranijet fuel injector arrangement
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